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The purpose of this paper is to give some examples of arithmeti-
cally defined discontinuous groups Γ operating on a complex ball
/
Hr =
such that the field of all automorphic functions^ on Hr with respect to
Γ is a purely transcendental extension of C of dimension r. To get such
a Γ, we consider the field K=Q(ζ) generated by a primitive w-th root
of unity f, and take a hermitian matrix S of size r + 1 with entries in
K such that S itself has exactly r positive and one negative character-
istic roots while all the other conjugates of S over Q are definite. Let
f/0(S) be the group of all complex matrices X such that *XSX=S. Let
Γ be the subgroup of C70(S) consisting of the matrices whose entries are
algebraic integers in K. Since Hr is isomorphic to the quotient space
of f/0(S) with respect to a maximal compact subgroup, Γ operates natur-
ally on Hr. In our examples, the automorphic functions with respect to
Γ give moduli of algebraic curves Y:ym=p(x\ where p(x) is a polynomial
in C{_x}. Then the following table describes our examples.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
K
Q(11/3)
Q(11/3)
QΓl1/4)
Q(11/5)
Qd175)
Q(11/7)
r
2
3
2
1
2
1
S
diagpL, 1, -1]
diag[l, 1, 1, -1]
diagpL, 1, -1]
diagpL, (l-v/D/2]
diag[l, 1, (l-N/D/2]
diαgΓl -s in(3*/7ΠS
 L ' sin (2τr/7)J
JΓ/Γ
non-compact
non-compact
non-compact
compact
compact
compact
Y
y*=P4(χ)
y3=P*(χ~)
y4=P2(^P*(χ)2
?=p*ω
y5=P5M
Λ
,7 A Γv^y Pz\χ)
1) By an automorphic function, we always mean a meromorphic function which is invar-
iant under the operation of the group in question.
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Here 11/W denotes a primitive m-th root of unity, diag [X, , #J the
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements aly ',as, and />„(#) a polynomial
of degree n and without multiple root.
Theorem. In these six cases, the field of all automorphic functions
on Hr with respect to Γ is a purely transcendental extension of C of
dimension r.
It would be worth while mentioning the following point. There was
previously no known example of a discontinuous group Γ operating on
a bounded symmetric domain D of dimension }>1 such that D/Γ is
compact and the field of all automorphic functions on D with respect to
Γ is purely transcendental over C. The case (5) gives actually such a
discontinuous group.
Picard [3] investigated the curve y3=p4(x} and observed that moduli
of such curves give automorphic functions on H2. But it seems that he
did not determine the whole field of automorphic functions.
To prove our theorem, we consider the canonically polarized jacobian
variety / of the algebraic curve Y. It turns out that / belongs to an
analytic family 2 treated in our previous paper [6]. In the above cases,
if Y is a generic curve of the given type, / is a generic member of 2.
Now the moduli of Y are, roughly speaking, the same as the moduli of
/. Then the main theorem of [6] shows that the moduli of Y are given
by the automorphic functions with respect to a certain discontinuous
group Γ. In order to determine the explicit form of Γ, we need some
analysis of lattices in a vector space over K with a hermitian form,
which was one of the subjects investigated in [7]. In the Appendix, we
give a supplement to it.
In the present paper, we treated the moduli of Y only at generic
points. It would be interesting to study the moduli of Y in more detail,
for example, from the view-point of Igusa [2], who investigated the
moduli of algebraic curves of genus two.
1. First we recall some results of [6]. Let F be a totally real
algebraic number field of degree gy and K a totally imaginary quadratic
extension of F. We denote by p the complex conjugation. Let Φ be a
representation of K by complex matrices of size h. We say that a
triplet (P=(A, C, θ) is a polarized abelian variety of type {Ky Φ, p} if
the following conditions are satisfied.
(i ) A is an abelian variety of dimension h, defined over C.
(ii) θ is an isomorphism of K into EndQ(Λ) and the representation
of θ(χ) for x e K by an analytic coordinate system of A is equivalent
to Φ.
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(iii) C is a polarization of A; and the involution of EndQ(Λ) deter-
mined by C coincides with 0(#)-»0(#p) on Θ(K\
Let σl9—9σg9 σ-j/o, --yσgp be all the isomorphisms of K into Cy and
let r
v
 (resp. s
v
) be the multiplicity of σ
v
 (resp. σ
v
p) in Φ. In order to
insure the existence of (P of type {K, Φ, p}, the following relation should
be satisfied [6, 2. 1] :
(1.1) A = £(r
v
 + $v) (1<^£).
Hereafter we assume (1.1) and put u = h/g.
Let (P=(Λ C, 0) be of type {K, Φ, p}. Take a complex torus Ch/D
isomorphic to A, where D is a lattice in Ch. We may choose the coor-
dinate system of Ch so that θ(a) is represented by the matrix Φ(<z) on Ch
for every <z € K. Let /iΓ" be the vector space of all w-dimensional row
vectors with components in K. Then we find u vectors Xι,' ,x
u
 in Ch
such that QD= Σ?=ι *(#)*.•• F°r every 0 = (*ι> — ,<O in #M, put #(#)
= Σ?=ιΦ(flί)#ί Then the mapping a-^x(ά) is an isomorphism of jK"*
onto QZλ Let L be the inverse image of D by this mapping.
Let E(x, y) be a Riemann form on Ch/D corresponding to a basic
polar divisor in C. Then there exists an anti-hermitian form T(ay b) on
Ku such that
(1.2) E(x(a\ Φ χ(b)) = Tr
κ/Q( T(ay b)) ((ay b)£Kux Ku} .
The structure {Ku, Ty L} is uniquely determined by (P up to isomorphism.
We say that (P is of type {K, Φ, p; T, L}. We note that T can not be
arbitrary it must satisfy the following condition [6, p. 160, (25)] :
_ r _ -I Q η
(1. 3) The hermitian matrix V — 1 Tσv has the same signature as π^V 1
for every v, where ί
r
 denotes the identity matrix of degree r.
Let H
v
 be the space of all complex matrices 2 with r
v
 rows and s
v
columns such that 1 — *z£ is positive hermitian, and let
H= HiX xHg.
Then we get an analytic family 2(J£, Φ, p T, L)={(Pj£6 #} of polar-
ized abelian varieties (P* of type {/Γ, Φ, p T, L} parametrized by the
point z on H. Every (P of type {/£, Φ, p T, L} is isomorphic to a
member of 2 (/C, Φ, p T, L).
Now we let every element of MU(K) operate on Ku on the right,
and define a group Γ(T, L) by
Γ(T, L) - - T(a, b\ LX = L\ .
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Then Γ(T, L) gives a properly discontinuous group of transformations on
H [6,2.7]. In [6, Th. 3], we get meromorphic functions /Ί,•••,/* on H
and an analytic subset W of H of codimension one, such that Q(/ι(£), ,
f
κ
(z}} is the field of moduli of (92 for every z£ H—W. As remarked in
[6, p. 172], if H/Γ(T, L) is compact, C ( f l 9 — , f K ) is the field of all automor-
phic functions on H with respect to Γ(Γ, L). Even if H/Γ(T, L) is not
compact, the last statement is true in view of [6, Th. 4] and a recent
result of Baily and Borel on the compactification of H/Γ(T, L).
Proposition 1. Let (9 be of type {/f, Φ, p T, L} and k0 the field of
moduli of (P. If dimQ&0=Σ?=ι ^Λ, then Q(/i, ,Λ) is isomorphic to kQ.
This follows from [6, Theorem 4, (Hi)] and [5, Prop. 3. 5 and p. 305,
Remark].
2. Let m and w be positive integers. Let F be an algebraic curve
defined by ym=p(x\ where p(x) is a polynomial in C[#], of degree n
and without multiple root. If d is the greatest common divisor of m
and n, the genus h of F is given by
The vector space of differential forms of the first kind on Fis spanned
by the xadx/yb with integers a and 6 satisfying Q<a<^n, 0<£<ra,
δ# — #w — m — d^O.
If m divides w + 1, take a complex number c so that X<:)=f=0, and
put v = l/(x-c\ n + \ = me. Then we get (vey)m = v υnp(v-ίjrc). This
shows that Y is birationally equivalent to the curve ym = q(x) with a
polynomial q(x) in C[#] of degree « + l and without multiple root.
Hereafter we assume that m does not divide « + l, A>1, and m is
an odd prime number. Let / be the jacobian variety of F, and φ a
canonical mapping of F into /. We fix a primitive w-th root of unity
ξ. Let f0 be the birational correspondence of F with itself given by
(x> y)~^(Xy ζy\ Denote by θ(ζ) the automorphism of / corresponding to
ζ0. We see that ζ-*θ(ζ) can be extended naturally to an isomorphim θ
of Q(ζ) into EndQ(/). Let C be the canonical polarization of /, and p
the automorphism of Q(ζ) such that ζp = ξ~1. The involution of EndQ(/)
determined by C gives the automorphism θ(ά)^θ(aί)} on #(Q(ζ")) In this
way we get a polarized abelian variety of type {Q(ζ\ Φ, p} in the sense
of § 1, for a certain representation Φ of degree h. In view of the ex-
plicit form of differential forms of the first kind given above, we see
that, for every integer b such that 0<£<m, the matrix Φ(ζ) has ζ~b as
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a characteristic root with multiplicity [_(bn — d)/m], where [tf] denotes
the largest non-negative integer <^<X
3. Let Y* be another curve defined by ym=p*(x) for a polynomial
p*(x) in C[#] of degree n and without multiple root. From Y*, we
obtain a polarized abelian variety (P* = (/*, C*, 0*) of type {Q(ξ")> Φ> />}
in the same way as above we note that the representation Φ is the
same for fixed m and n. Let ζ$ be the birational correspondence of Y*
with itself given by (x, y) -> (x, ξy).
Proposition 2. (P is isomorphic to (p* // tfwd 0w/jy i/
birational mapping \ of Y to Y* swc/z £/zα£ λ?0 = fjλ.
The ' i f ' part is obvious. Let φ* be a canonical mapping of Y*
to /*. Suppose that there exists an isomorphism μ of (P to (P*. By
Torelli's theorem, there exists a birational mapping λ of Y to Y*
such that φ*\=±μφ + a, where a is a point of /*. Since μθ(ξ) = θ*(ζ}μ,
we see easily that λ-'ξtλ and ξ*0 correspond to the same automorphism
θ(ζ) of /. By our assumption /z>l, we must have λ~1f?λ = f0. Our
proposition is thereby proved.
Proposition 3. Let k0 be the composite of Q(ζ) and the field of
moduli of (P. Then k0 is the sub field of C which is uniquely determined
by the following properties.
(Mj) // k is a field of definition for Y and ξ"0, then kι^k0. If fur-
thermore σ is an isomorphism of k into C, over Q(ζ\ then σ is the identity
mapping on k0 if and only if there exists a birational mapping λ of Y to
Yσ such that λf0=fSλ.
This follows immediately from Prop. 2 and the definition of the field
of moduli of (P [4, p. 110].
Proposition 4. Let λ be a birational mapping of Y to Y* such that
λζΌ^ξ'o'λ, and let \(x, y)=(u, υ). Then uy v are rational expressions of x, y
of the following form.
(I) If m divides n, u =
(II) // m does not divide n,u = ax + b, v = ey.
Here a, b, cy d, e are complex numbers.
Let u= ΣΓΓo1 r
z
<#)/, v= Σ^o1 s/*)y with r,{x) and s,{x) in C(x).
Since λ?0 - ζ$\, we have Σ^o1 r>(x} ζy* = ΣΓΓo1 r,{*)y , Σ?^ )1 s£x) ζ'y<
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= ? Σϊ^Ό1 Sf(#)y> so that u = r0(x), v = s1(x)y. Since λ is one-to-one, r0
must be linear fractional: r0(x) = (ax + b)/(cx + d). Write s^x) as s^x)
= s(x)/t(x) with polynomials s(x) and t(x) which are relatively prime.
Then we get
We see that (cx + d)Mp*((ax + b)/(cx + d ) ) is a polynomial in x of degree
n or n — 1, without multiple root. It follows that s(#) is a constant.
Recall that we excluded the case m\n + \. Then we get easily our
assertions.
Suppose that m divides n. We see easily that the transformation
of (I) of Prop. 4 always gives a birational mapping of Y to another curve
v
m
=p*(u) with a polynomial p*(u) of degree n or n — 1, without multiple
root. If α/c is not a root of X#)> ί*(w) is of degree n.
If m does not divide ,^ it is clear that the transformation of (II) of
Prop. 4 gives a birational mapping of Y to a curve of the same type.
4. Let q be a polynomial in C[_x"] of degree <ί n, other than 0, and
let q(x) = Σ?=o #*•#*'• Let Pw be the projective space of dimension n.
Denote by [#] the point (#0, ••-,#») in PM. Let <x = ( Λ ,) be a generic\C 6? /
point of GL2(C) over Q(qQ > ~<>qn} and let #* be the polynomial determined
by
q*(x) = (c
We denote by W(g) the locus of [#*] over Q(tf0> > #J It can be easily
seen that W(q) is a variety determined only by qy and independent of
the choice of oί. By Prop. 4 and by a standard argument, we get
Proposition 5. Suppose that m divides n. Let Y and Y* be as in
§§2, 3. Then W(p)= W(p*) if and only if there exists a birational map-
ping \ of Y to Γ* such that λξ
 0 =
From this and Prop. 3, we obtain
Proposition 6. Suppose that m divides n. Let c be the Chow point
of W(p\ Then Q(ξ, c) is the field k, of Prop. 3.
Let p(x)= Σ?-o />*#''• If Po>'">Pn ^e algebraically independent over
Q, we see easily that Q(c) is the field of all quotients of homogeneous
invariants, in the classical sense, of the binary form Σ?=o piX'y"'*. In
particular, if w = 5, it is known that every invariant is a polynomial of
certain invariants A, B, C, R of degree 4, 8, 12, 18 and R2 is a poly-
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nomial of A, B, C [1]. Then it is clear that Q(c} = Q(B/A\ C/A*\ If
n = 6, by the same argument, the classical result [1] shows that Q(c) is
a purely transcendental extension of Q of dimension 3 (cf. also [2]).
In the next place, suppose that m does not divide n. Choosing a
suitable transformation of the type (II) of Prop. 4, we can transform Y
to the curve Y' :y" = *" + **-2 + Σ!£o A*n"~3~* Suppose that the A are
algebraically independent over Q. Then, by Prop. 4, we see that
Q(ζ, PL Pi, Pl> A, -) is the field k0 of Prop. 3.
5. Let us now consider the curve Y:ym=p(x) in the special case
m = n = 5. Then h = 6, and
y~2dx, y~3dx, xy~3dx, y~4dx, xy~*dx, x2y~4dx
form a basis of the vector space of differential forms of the first kind.
Let (/, C, 0) be as in §2. Define an isomorphism θ' of Q(ξ) into EndQ(/)
so that θ'(ζ) = θ(ζ*). Hereafter we consider (P' = ( Λ C, 0') instead of (P. $>'
is of type {Q(ζ\ Φ', ρ}> for a representation Φ' such that Φ'(?) is the
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ζ, ξ, ζ~\ ζ\ ξ\ ζ3. It is easy to
verify that (P and (P' have the same field of moduli. Let K=Q(ζ),
ζ = e
2
*
ί/5
, and let σ
v
, for v = l, 2, be the automorphism of ίΓ such that
£% = ζ v. With the notation r
v
 and 5V of §1, we have rl = 29 s1 = ly r2 = 0,
sz = 3. Define an anti-hermitian form T and a lattice L in /P as in §1,
for the present (Px. The family 2 (/Γ, Φ', p T, L) is parametrized by the
point in a domain
(5.1) H=
In view of (1.3), \/-l Tσ2 is positive definite. Hence H/Γ(T, L) is
compact.
Now take p(x)= Σf=o Pi*1 so that the pi are algebraically independent
over Q. Let &0 be the field of moduli of (P7. By [8, 1. 7], k0 contains
K=Q(ζ). The consideration of §4 shows that k0 is a purely transcend-
ental extension of Q(ζ) of dimension 2. By Prop. 1, Q(/ι, ,Λ) is a
purely transcendental extension of Q(ζ) of dimension 2.
6. Our next task is to determine T and L explicitly. Let Ch/D
and E be as in §1. In our case of (?' = (J> C, 0X), it is essential that /
is a jacobian variety. Since every jacobian variety is self -dual, we have
D= x 6 Ch E(x,
so that by (1. 2),
(6.1)
G. SHIMURA
Tr
κ/Q(T(a, L))c=ZJ
Put
 η
 = ζ
2
-ζ-\ S = η~lT, r = Z[f]. We see that 6>(r)c=End(/), and hence
L is an r-lattice in K*. Since rft is the different of K with respect to
Q, and since ^4r = 5r, we have
L = S(a,
From this relation we can derive the structure of S and L as follows.
Let {#!, e2, £3} be a basis of K3, and S0 a hermitian form on K* repre-
sented by the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 1,1, (1 —\/5~)/2
with respect to {#,•}. Then S0 and S have the same signature at every
infinite place of Q(\/5~) Let α = 5~1/2r, L0 = ae1 + ae2-\-ae^. Then L0 is an
r-lattice in K3, and we have
By Prop. 8 of Appendix, there exists a /f-linear automorphism T of /C3
such that SO(Λ:T, yr)=S(x, y). Therefore we may put S = S0 without loss
of generality. By Prop. 6 of Appendix, L and L0 are /vmaximal r-
lattices and μQ(L)= /A0(L0)=5"1ι. By Prop. 5 of Appendix, L and L0 belong
to the same genus with respect to U(S0). Now Q(ζ) has the class number
1. Hence by [7, 5. 24, (i)], there exists an element a of C/(S0) such that
L0a = L. Therefore taking a suitable coordinate system, we may identify
Γ(T, L) with the group
, ^ r) = S0(*, 3;), L0τ = L0} .
Combining this and the result of §5, we get the assertion of our main
theorem in the case (5).
7. We can treat the remaining cases by the same procedure, except
the case (3). Let Y be the curve defined by y4=p(x)q(xγ, where p and
q are polynomials without multiple root, and deg(^) = 2, deg(#) = 3; we
assume that p and q have no common root. The genus of Y is 3, and
y~ldx, q(x)y~3dxy xq(x)y~3dx form a basis of differential forms of the first
kind. As in §2, from this Y we get (P=(/, C, θ) of type {Q(i\ Φ, p},
where Φ(ί) is the diagonal natrix with diagonal elements i, ί, — i. Define
T and L as in § 1. Then Σ (Q(i), Φ, p ', T, L) is again parametrized by
H of (5.1). Let p(x)= ΣL0A*λ> tf(*) = Σί=otffΛΛ and let &0 be the field
of moduli of (P. Suppose that the £
λ
 and qμ are algebraically independent
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over Q. Then we see easily that Q(f)d*0c:Q(i, pλ, q»\ dimQ^0 = 2. By
virtue of Castelnuovo's theorem (cf. [9]), this, together with Prop. 1,
shows that the field of automorphic functions on H with respect to
Γ(T, L) is purely transcendental over C.
To determine T anp L, we employ the same argument as in §6.
In this case, 2 is the only prime ramified in Q(i). Therefore, the present
situation is somewhat different from §6. But the consideration in the
last part of Appendix is sufficient to determine T and L explicitly from
the relation similar to (6.1). Thus we get the whole result of our
theorem.
Appendix
Let F be an algebraic number field of finite degree, and K a quad-
ratic extension of F. We denote by g and τ the ring of integers in F
and in K respectively, and by p the non-trivial automorphism of K over
F. Let V be a vector space over K of dimension n, and S(x, y) a non-
degenerate hermitian form: Vx V-+K, with respect to p. For every
t-lattice L in V, we denote by μ(L) (resp. μQ(L)) the ideal in F (resp. K)
generated by the elements S(x, x) (resp. S(x, y)) for all x G L (resp. x e L,
y G L). L is called maximal (resp. μ^ maximaΓ) if there is no r-lattice M
in V, other than L, such that LczM and μ(L) = μ(M) (resp. μ
ϋ
(L)=μQ(MJ).
For every prime ideal p of F, let gp and Fp denote the completions of
g and F with respect to p. Then we put K$ = K®FF$, rp = rgp,
Vp = V®FF$\ p and S can be extended naturally to K$ and Vp. We can
define similarly μ, μ0, the maximality, and the /Λ0-maximality for rp-
lattices in Vp. In [7] we investigated maximal lattices. Here we supply
some results on /v-maximal lattices which are necessary for the proof
of our theorem.
Let b be the different of K with respect to F. By [7, 2. 11], for
every τ-lattice L in V, we have
(A.I)
(A. 2) Tr
κ/F(μ0(L))dμ(L).
Therefore, if p is unramified in K, we have μQ(L\=μ(L)τ$, and hence
there is no distinction between maximality and ^-maximality for the
tp-lattices in Vp. If Vis one-dimensional, it is clear that every r-lattice
L is maximal and /^-maximal, and μ0(L) = μ(L)τ.
Proposition 1. Let L be a ^-maximal τ^-lattice in Vp such that
Then L is maximal.
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Let M be an tp-lattice such that LdM and μ(M) = μ(L). Then
μQ(L}ciμ0(M)c=:μ(M)^l==μ(L)^l=μQ(L\ so that μ0(L)=μ0(M). Since L
is μ0-maximal, we get L=M\ this shows that L is maximal.
Proposition 2. // £ does not divide 2, £t>0ry maximal τ^-lattice in
Fp is μQ-maximal.
By our assumption, for every ideal dp in /fp, we have
(A. 3) Tr^/Fp(αp) = α p n F p .
Hence, from (A.I) and (A. 2), we obtain, for every tp-lattice L in Fp,
(A. 4) Tr
κ
^(μ0(L)) = μ,(L)[}F^μ(L).
Then our assertion is obvious.
Proposition 3. Suppose that n = 2, $ does not divide 2, and S is an-
isotropic in Fp. Then every μQ-maximal ^-lattice in Fp is maximal.
If p is unramified in K, there is no problem so we assume that J>
is ramified in K. Let L be a ^-maximal tp-lattice in Fp. Since £ does
not divide 2, the relation (A.I) implies that μ0(L) = μ(L)τ$ or μ0(L)
= μ(L)bpl. If /Λ0(L)=XL)bp1, L is maximal by virtue of Prop. 1.
Assume that μ0(L) = μ(L)t$. Then there exists an element x of L such
that μQ(L)=(S(x, #)). Put Lr-{j;GL|S(jc,3;) = 0}. We can easily verify
that L^tpΛ + L7. Since F is two-dimensional, we have L' = τ$y for some
j. Since L is /A0~maximal and p is ramified in 7Γ, we must have (S(jv, jy))
=μQ(L). Now put M- {w G VΊS(w, w) G XL)}. By [7,4. 5], M is a maximal
tp-lattice in Fp. We have clearly Lcz:M. Let # = tf#-ffryG Λf with ,^ έ
in K$. Then
fl^S^, ^-h^Sί^ y)t μ(L) = (S(x, x ) ) .
Put c-=S(x, x)~lS(y, y). Then c is a unit in gp, and aap + bbpc£Q$. Let
7T be a prime element of tp. Assume that u<£L. Then 7reβ and τrβδ are
units in tp with a positive integer e, and
(7tea\7teάγ + (τteb\7rebγc = 0 mod (τrτrp)egp .
It follows that — c is the norm of an element in K$. But this is a con-
tradiction, since S is anisotropic in Fp. Therefore u G L, and hence
M=L. This proves our proposition.
Proposition 4. Suppose that ty does not decompose in K. When p
divides 2, suppose further that p is unramified in K. Let L be a μ0-
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maximal ^-lattice in Vp. Put b=μ0(L). Then there exists a Witt
decomposition V$ = 2?-ι (#p*, + #p.y, ) + W (cf. [7,4. 3]) such that
L= Σ?-ι(fy#ί + &.yί) + M> where M is a maximal τ^-lattice in W given by
M={z£ W\S(z, z)Gμ(L)}. Conversely, let b be an ideal in /iΓp, and
be a Witt decomposition. Let
L=
Then L is a μ0-maximal ^-lattice in Vp.
The converse part can be proved in a straightforward way. The
proof of the direct part is similar to the proof of [7, 4. 7] so here we
only sketch a proof. Assume that S is isotropic in Vp. Then we can
find an element x in Fp such that S(x, x) = Q and τ^ = {a^K^\ax€l}.
Put a = S(x, L). We get easily μ0(a-1bx-\-L) = μ0(L)9 so that a~lbx + L=L
by virtue of the ^-maximality of L. We have therefore LiDcr'b*, and
hence cr'bczrp. It follows that S(x, L) = b. Therefore we find an element
u£L such that b = (S(x,u)). Our assumption implies μ(L)=Tr
κ
^/FM)
= Tr
κ
ψFς(S(x, u)x$). Using this fact, we can find an element λ of tp such
that S(x + \u, x + \u) = Q. Put y = x + \u, L'={z€L\S(x, z) = S(y, z) = Q}.
Then we have L^tpjc + bjy + L7. Applying induction to Z/, we get our
assertion, in view of Prop. 3.
Let U(S) be the group of all K-linear automorphisms σ of V such
that S(xσ, yσ) = S(x,y). As in [7,5.18] we define genera of r-lattices
in V.
Proposition 5. Suppose that every prime factor of 2 in F is unrami-
fied in K. Let L be a μQ-maximal τ-lattice in V. Then the genus of L
with respect to U(S) consists of all μQ-maximal ^-lattices M such that
This follows directly from [7, 3. 3] and Prop. 4 by the same argu-
ment as in the proof of [7, 5. 25].
Proposition 6. Suppose that every prime factor of 2 in F is unrami-
fied in K. Let α be an ideal in F, and L an τ-lattice in V. Suppose
that L={x£ V\S(x, L)czαt}. Then L is μ^maximal, and μQ(L) = aτ.
Our assertion is clear if « = 1. Suppose that «>1. For every r-
lattice M in V, define M* by Λf* = {#6 V\S(x, M)c=αr}. We see that
MdM* if and only if /^0(M)czαr. Since L=L*y we have /*0(L)dai. If
MlaM29 then Mfi^M?. Now let LczM, /^0(M)c=ar. Then we have
= LczMe:M*, so that L=M. This shows that L is /^-maximal.
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By [7, 3. 2] and by Prop. 4, we can easily find a ^-maximal r-lattice U
such that LdZ/ and μQ(L') = aτ. Then the above argument shows again
L = L'. This proves our proposition.
Proposition 7. Let $ be a prime ideal in F which remains prime in
K. Suppose that there exist an ideal α in Fp and an τ^-lattice L in Vp
such that L={x£ V$\S(x, L)eιαrp}. Then the structure (Vp, S) is uniquely
determined by α. More precisely
 y if n is odd and α = #gp, d(S) is the class
of (-IT'^a modulo NK^(K?) (cf. [7,2.1 and 4.2]). // n is even, S
is maximally isotropic in Vp, namely, Vp has the trivial kernel subspace
with respect to S (cf . [7, 4. 3]).
By Prop. 4, we find a Witt decomposition Vp =
such that L = 2?-ι (ΪP*« + bjv) + M, M= {w 6 W] S(«, w) e α} . By our assump-
tion on L, we have
(A. 5) M = S(u, M)cιαrp} .
If n is odd, we have W=K$z, W=τ$z for some z. Hence (A. 5) implies
that α=S(z, Z)Q$. Since $ is unramified in K, every unit in gp is the
norm of an element of K$. Therefore we get our assertion for odd n.
Next assume that n is even and W is two-dimensional. Since μQ(M)
= XM)tp = αtp, we find, using the argument of the proof of Prop. 3, an
expression M=tpw + tp# with S(u,v) = Q. On account of (A. 5), we see
that α = S(w, u)c(v=S(v, v)c($; hence S(«, uY*S(υ, ύ) is a unit in gp. There-
fore we find an element c in /£p such that ccp=—S(u, w)~1S(z;, 0). Then
we get S(cu + v, cu + v) = Q, which is a contradiction. Hence S must be
maximally isotropic in Vp.
Proposition 8. Suppose that there is no or only one prime ideal in
F which is ramified in K. Suppose that there exist an ideal α in F and
an τ-lattice L such that L={xe V\S(x, L)czατ}. Then the structure (V, S)
is uniquely determined, up to isomorphism, by α and the signature of S at
infinite prime spots of F.
Let q be a possible prime ideal in F which is ramified in K. By
Prop. 7, the structure (Vp, S) is uniquely determined by α if pφq. If
we assign a fixed signature to each infinite prime spot of F, then the
structure (Vq, S) is automatically determined by virtue of the product
formula of norm residue symbol. This proves our proposition.
If a prime factor of 2 in F is ramified in K, we can not apply
Prop. 5. However, under a suitable condition, we may treat such a case.
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For example, let us consider the case where F=Q, K=Q(i\ /2=-l,
n = 3. Let t> = (2), «β = (! + ;), and let L be an tp-lattice in Vp such that
(A. 6) L = S(*, L)c=(2-1)j .
Assume that S is represented in Vp by the diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements 1, 1, —1. Now by [7,4. 15], the following two cases may occur.
( I ) L = XfX + w + XfZ, S(x, y} = S(y, z) = S(z, x) = 0 .
(II) L = tp* + rpjn-rp*, S(x, z) = S(y, z) = 0 ,
S(x, x) 6 SβS(*, y), S(y,
Put S(#, Λ:)=Λ, S(y, y)=b, S(z, z) = c, S(x, y} = d. In the case (I), by (A. 6),
we have (a)=(b) = (c}=(2-1). Put 2a = a'9 2b = b'y 2c = c'. By our assump-
tion on S, —a'b'c' must be the norm of an element of K$ (cf. [7,4.2]).
Since —1 is not a norm residue, we may assume, exchanging the order
of x, yy z if necessary, that a' = V = c'=—\ or Λ
/
 = 6/ = l, c'=— 1. The
former case can be reduced to the latter case by the transformation
u = e~\x — (1.J\-i}y\ υ = e~\(L — i)x+y\ w = z, where e is an element of tp
such that eep=-3.
In the case (ID, by (A. 6), we have (c)=(d)=(2'l\ so that flGgp,
/ > e α p . Hence ddp — ab is the norm of an elemet of /£p. Therefore, by
[7,4.1], S is isotropic in K$x + Kιpy. It follows that c is the norm of
an element of /fp, on account of our assumption on S. Hence we may
assume tp^^^β"1^ with S(w, w) = \. Put Af = tp* + tpjj. Then XM)czgp
= 2μ
n
(M)ciμ'M\ so that 2μQ(M)=μ(M). Applying the argument of the
proof of Prop. 6 to M, we see that M is /Δ0-maximal, so that by Prop.
1, Mis maximal. By [7, 4. 7], we have M=φ-1M + φ-V with S(u, u)=S(v, v]
=0, S(u,v) = l. Put r^uλ-w, s=v-w, t = u—υ + w. Then S(r, r)=S(s, s)
= 1, S(ί, /)= -t S(r, s) = S(5, ί)=S(ί, r)=0, L=5β-1r + ?β-15 + 5β-1/. There-
fore L is reduced to the case (I).
This result, combined with Prop. 4 and a localization of Prop. 6,
shows that every r-lattice L in V satisfying (A. 6) belongs to one and
the same genus with respect to f/(S).
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